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ABSTRACT
Cluster tools are closed mini production environments that are especially used in the semiconductor
industry. They consist of multiple processing chambers. In contrast to single processing tools they can
handle multiple lots with different process characteristics at the same time. The major challenge for
scheduling cluster tools is the hard to predict process times of even comparable lots as they strongly
depend on a changing product mix over the tool. In this paper a mathematical model for the external
scheduling of a cluster tool workstation is presented. The goal is to minimize the weighted cycle time by
accounting for the changing cycle times of each lot. A MIP model assigns lots to tools of a workstation
and determines for each lot the chambers, which are used during the processing steps inside the cluster
tool. Finally the developed method is compared with a simulation that uses dispatching strategies.
1

INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor manufacturing is a challenging business nowadays. Leading edge process technologies,
product life-cycles that are getting shorter and shorter, a highly cost-sensitive production due to
worldwide competition, and very demanding customer requirements, in terms of quality and delivery
compliance, require a strong focus on Fab productivity and a cost-efficient production environment. Over
the years so called cluster tools became an important part of the constant effort to increase productivity.
Cluster tools combine different process steps into one tool and form a mini production environment on
their own with a high potential for optimization. A cluster tool usually consists of three main parts:
processing modules that will be referred as chambers in this paper, load ports and a handling robot. Figure
1 displays a simplified model of a cluster tool.
The handling robot is responsible for the transport of wafers inside the cluster tool and can have one
or two handling units. At dual-armed robots the position of the arms is fixed in opposite directions.
Therefore the robot can only perform one loading or unloading tasks at once. In the chambers the wafers
are processed. They are typically arranged radially around the handling robot, but configurations with
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chambers in a row are possible. The radial configuration assures that the transport times between two
chambers are similar, but it also leads to a maximum of six chambers in one tool due to space limitations.
The load ports serve as the entry and exit ports of a cluster tool. The number of load ports defines the
maximum number of lots that can be processed in parallel.
Now the process flow of a cluster tool will be described briefly. Cluster tools process lots with up to
25 wafers. Lots are loaded onto a load port of the cluster tool. The robot handles them into the tool and
performs a sequence of process steps by moving the wafers to one or more chambers, which then execute
the required processes. After all process steps for a wafer are finished, it is returned back to the load port.
Once all wafers of a lot finished their sequence of process steps, the lot is unloaded from the tool and
another one is assigned and placed to the now empty load port.
chamber/process module

handling robot

load port

Figure 1: A simplified model of a cluster tool with a dual-armed robot.
Advantages of cluster tools over single processing machines are a reduced cycle time, a better
utilization of space and lower capital costs (Wu et al. 2013), due to their capability of processing multiple
wafers in parallel. Furthermore they can be easily adapted to other processes and the execution of
different production processes in one configuration is also possible (Lee 2008). All these advantages lead
to a broad usage of cluster tools in different production areas in semiconductor manufacturing, like etch
or chemical vapor deposition.
In this paper a set of single-wafer cluster tools, without any internal buffer, will be investigated. Tools
without internal buffers require the processing of a single wafer to be completed before it is moved back
to the load port. Sophisticated handler strategies ensure the optimal usage of internal tool capacity. The
process time for the chambers is nearly constant, however, changing the product mix at a cluster tool with
possible chamber dedications, leads to different process times, even for lots with the same process type
and quantity. This effect is intensified by unscheduled and scheduled downs of the certain chambers and
strong chamber dedications for certain lots and processes. This leads to a reduced throughput of a cluster
tool, if such effects are not handled well by the scheduling or dispatching strategy.
In the literature many researchers focus on cluster tools and their scheduling requirements. Perkinson
et al. (1994) analyzed the relationship between process and transport times and the maximal throughput in
cluster tools. They developed deterministic models to predict the throughput of a single-arm n-chamber
cluster tool. Mönch et al. (2011) present challenges for the planning of processes in the semiconductor
industry. They also pay attention to cluster tools and divide their scheduling methods into internal and
external scheduling. Internal scheduling concentrates on the scheduling of the robot tasks. Lee (2008)
presents an overview of different internal scheduling strategies. The majority of the approaches use petri
nets to model the cluster tool and develop a MIP to find an optimal robot-task sequence, like Jung and
Lee (2008; 2012), and Paek and Lee (2008). There is a distinction between two different types of internal
scheduling. Many papers focus on cyclic scheduling, where one period of a robot task is determined to be
repeated during the execution of the schedule (Wou and Zhou 2010; Zhu et al. 2015). If many lots of the
same product type are processed consecutively, this method is used. Due to smaller orders there is an
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increasing focus on non-cyclic scheduling. Here, each robot-task is planned individually (Kim et al. 2013;
Kim et al. 2015). Overall, many different cluster tool models for the internal scheduling are observed. Wu
and Zhou (2010), Rostami et al. (2001) and Qiao et al. (2012) focus on cluster tools with wafer residency
constraints. Furthermore Wu et al. (2013), and Lee and Lee (2006) observe cluster tools where wafers can
visit some chambers multiple times.
In contrast to the internal scheduling, only a few papers deal with external scheduling problems. Here,
the lots are scheduled to the tools without determining the robot task sequence. The main challenge for
the external scheduling is the varying process time of the lots on a cluster tool because of certain chamber
restrictions, chamber outage, or other internal limitations. Dümmler (1999) tries to solve this problem by
determining the cycle time through modelling and simulating different sequences of lots. Then a genetic
algorithm is presented to solve the scheduling problem. Niedermayer and Rose (2004) point out that only
with simulation the cycle time can be determined correctly, which is very expensive. That’s why they
present different fast cycle time approximations. They introduce a slow-down factor that describes how
the cycle time increases, if different lots are processed in parallel with shared resources.
In this paper we concentrate on the external scheduling use-case and apply it to a workstation of
cluster tools. As we are not considering any internal handling strategies, we have to control the order of
the assigned lots, their processing needs, in term of required chambers, and process setup to achieve
favorable tool utilizations while keeping cycle times low. To solve the scheduling problem of a cluster
tool workstation, the challenging part is the approximation of processing times for the lots and their
application in an optimization model. The approximation is done by using auxiliary variables that
compute all possible lot combinations with the possible chamber combinations for each process step. We
choose to develop a MIP model and use the minimization of the weighted cycle time of all lots as the
objective function. Therefore, the MIP model computes an optimal assignment of the lots to the load ports
of the cluster tools from the workstation. The processing order is given by calculated release dates for
each lot. To control the varying product mix on a cluster tool, an optimal chamber combination for each
process step is computed by the MIP model. The developed method is tested on a reduced cluster tool
workstation sample. The results are compared with a simulation that uses a dispatching strategy.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a problem statement, while section 3 describes
the process time approximation and the developed optimization model. Section 4 explains the simulation
model used for verification and presents the test sample and obtained results. The paper finishes with a
conclusion of the results and an outlook on future work.
2

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The observed workstation consists of a set of cluster tools M  1,..., m , m  . Each cluster tool
k  M has a set of load ports Lk  {1,...,lk}, lk  and a set of chambers Ck  {1,...,ok}, ok  on which a
set of process setups, also called recipes, P  {1,...,r},r  can be processed. On this workstation a set of
jobs J  {1,…,n}, n  should be executed. Each lot j  J gets a release date rj  , a due date dj  , a
number of wafers mj {1,...,25} and a weight ωj  ℝ +. Furthermore, it is assigned to a recipe fj  P and a set
of cluster tools Mj  M, on which it can be executed. Each recipe p  P has a number of process steps, also
called stages, S p  (s p1 ,...,s pnp ), np  where stage s pi , i 1,..., n p  can be executed on a set of chambers
Cpi  Ck. The time needed to execute a wafer on this stage is defined as pkpi  . The execution of the
stages of a lot is overlapping because as soon as a wafer is finished and unloaded from the used chamber a
new wafer of the lot, if present, is loaded to the freed chamber to be processed next. Each stage spi can be
executed on several chambers because of quality requirements, capacity or cost reduction. Therefore, Ikpi
describes the set of chamber combinations for this stage. The assigned chambers of the chamber
combination g  Ikpi are pooled in the set Ag. During the processing of the lots all possible parallel
chambers are used evenly. If for instance a lot j with 10 wafers uses only one chamber for a stage, all lots
have to be executed on this chamber. However, if a chamber combination with two chambers is used at
this stage, each chamber processes 5 wafers of the lot.
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All lots that should be scheduled on this workstation wait in a queue in front of the cluster tool which
has an infinite capacity. If the execution of a lot is finished, results have to be saved and the lot must be
unloaded from the load port until a new lot can be loaded onto the load port. The time needed for the
execution of these tasks is called tL  . Inside the cluster tool, the time needed for the handling robot to
move a wafer from on chamber to another, is fixed and defined as tH  . Furthermore, it has to be
ensured that the load ports and at least one of the needed chambers for each stage is available. The
availability times are given by ρl  for Lk and k  Mj respectively ηc  for c  Ck and k  Mj.
Overall, a cluster tool can execute as much lots in parallel as it has load ports. If several lots are
assigned to a cluster tool, they are processed by their arrival order. Hence, there could occur long waiting
times for some lots because the needed chambers are occupied by other wafers from lots that entered the
cluster tool earlier. The wafers of the waiting lot can either be processed between small gaps that occur in
the processing of the lots with the earlier enter date, or after all wafers of the previously assigned lots
were executed. This makes the calculation of the process time of the lots so difficult. The last case occurs
especially for the first stage of the recipe because all wafers are loaded to the used chambers from the
load port and therefore there is no gap between the processing of these wafers. Furthermore, it is possible
that for instance small lots can overtake big lots. To reduce the waiting time it can be stated, if the
chambers that were assigned to a lot for a certain stage are used exclusively by the lot (κg  0) or if they
are shared with other lots (κg  1). The case κg  0 simplifies the approximation of the process times of
the lots inside a cluster tool because otherwise it is hard to predict when there are gaps between the
execution of two stages of a lot where other lots can be processed. Due to the set P of recipes that can be
processed on the cluster tool and all possible chamber combinations for each stage, there are a lot
possibilities how the processing of a lot is executed at a cluster tool. This makes the calculation of the
process time of a lot very difficult.
The different flow patterns that are used to process a lot on all required stages form the product mix,
which has a direct impact at the process time of the lots. For the developed model the following flow
patterns can be observed: serial, multi-stages, parallel chambers per stage, revisiting of chambers, shared
and exclusive chambers and a mix of all of these flow patterns. A further description of the flow patterns
can be found in Jung and Lee (2012). In the production environment the mixed case occurs at most.
Figure 2 shows an example of two possible schedules for 3 different lots on a stage with 3 shared
chambers.

C3

Lot 2

C2

Lot 2

C1

Lot 3

C3

Lot 2

C2

Lot 1

Schedule 1

Lot 3

C1
t

Lot 1

Schedule 2

t

Figure 2: Possible schedules for 3 different lots on a stage with 3 chambers.
Lot 1 is dedicated to use chamber 1, while lot 3 can only be processed at chamber 3. Lot 2 is free to
use the chambers 2 and 3. According to which lot (2 or 3) gets assigned first to a load port of a cluster
tool, either schedule 1 (lot 2 before lot 3) or schedule 2 (lot 3 before lot 2) is executed. However, the
process time of lot 2 is doubled in schedule 2 because only one chamber is used for the processing. This
leads also to a higher makespan for this stage. The makespan is the total time that elapses between the
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beginning and the end of the schedule. The decision, which lot is assigned first, depends on their size,
priority and on the available chambers. For instance, if lot 3 has a higher priority than lot 2 schedule 2
will be preferred to reduce the cycle time of the lots, but if the lots have the same priority than schedule 1
will be preferred due to the longer process time of lot 2. All in all it is hard to predict, if lot 2 is executed
on one or two chambers and thus a forecast of its cycle time is very difficult.
3

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

3.1

Computation of the Auxiliary Parameters

As it turned out in the example shown above the main problem for the scheduling of the lots is the hard to
predict process time. To approximate this process time, some auxiliary parameters have to be introduced.
For all j  J , k  M and i {2,..., n f j } the parameter D jg1g2  Ag1 ·pkf j i  describes the time that lot j
needs for the execution in stage s f j i with the chamber combination g2  Ikf j i , if the chamber combination
g1  I kf j ,i 1 was used in the previous stage. For all k  M the parameter Ekp1 p2 g1g2  Ag1  Ag2 defines the
number of shared chambers of the recipes p1 , p2  P for their chamber combinations g1  I kp11 and
g2  I kp2 1. It is only implemented for the first stage because for all following stages it is directly tested in
the constraints, if there are shared chambers for two lots. To get an approximation of the delay for these
stages the parameter B jg1g2 is defined for all k  M , j  J , i {2,..., n f j }, g1  Ikf j ,i 1 and g2  I kf j i .
B jg1g2 describes the needed capacity in stage s f j i for the chamber combination g 2 , if in the previous stage
the chamber combination g1 was used. That means B jg1g2 defines the number of slots that are needed in
stage s f j i due to the used chamber combination g1 in the previous state. To determine B jg1g2 the relation
q  pkf j ,i 1  pkf j i 1 is observed by evaluating the processing of the last wafers of a lot at stage s f j ,i 1 with
the help of the following two cases.
q  1 is called the bottleneck case. Stage s f j i either cannot finish all wafers of the previous stage
in time or all wafers of stage s f j i 1 can be processed while stage s f j i has at least as much
chambers as the previous stage. Therefore, there is a possible overlap that has to be executed
during the next period. This overlap is added to the number of lots that were processed in the
previous stage. It follows that B jg1g2  A g1  1  q  .
2. For the case q  1 only the processing of the last wafers of a lot is considered. If they are
allocated uniformly to the available chambers in stage s f j ,i 1 for the chamber combination g1 , i.e.
m j mod| Ag1 | 0 there are no unused chambers and thus B jg1g2  A g1 . If there are unused
chambers during the processing of the last wafers of a lot, it holds B jg1g2  m j mod| Ag1 | . Hence,
only as many slots are needed as chambers were used in stage s f j ,i 1 .

1.

3.2

MIP Model

To describe the developed MIP model the following decision variables are needed.

sj 

:

process start time of lot j  J

ej 

:

process end time of lot j  J

w jg 

:

delay of the process time of lot j  J for k  M , i {1,..., n f j } and
g  I kf j i
1, if lot j  J is assigned to load port l  L

X jl : J  L  {0,1}

:

Yhj : J  J  {0,1}

:

Z hj : J  J  {0,1}

:

1, if the process start of lot h  J appears before the process start of
j  J where h  j , 0 otherwise
1, if the process end of lot h  J appears before the process end of
j  J where h  j , 0 otherwise
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Whj : J  J  {0,1}

:

U jg : J  I kpi  {0,1}

:

Tjg1g2 : J  I kf j i 1  I kf j i  {0,1}

:

1, if the process start of lot h  J appears before the process end of
j  J where h  j , 0 otherwise
1, if for lot j  J the chamber combination g  I kf j i is chosen in stage
s f j i with k  M , i {1,..., n f j } , 0 otherwise
1, if for lot j  J the chamber combination g1  I kf j ,i 1 is chosen in
stage s f j ,i 1 and g2  I kf j i for stage s f j i with k  M , i {2,..., n f j } , 0
otherwise

The proposed MIP model is based on the MIP model of Maleck et al. (2017). Their model was
simplified by removing the risk parameter and time-link constraints. Furthermore, the constraints with the
constant process time had to be adapted to the varying process time, which occurs on cluster tools for
instance due to the varying product mix. At last additional constraints were added to describe the
production environment of the cluster tools. For sake of readability the following notations

 hjk

=

Yhj ·W jh · X jl ·X hl {0,1}

 hjg

=
=

hjk ·U hg {0,1}
hjk ·Thg g {0,1}

2

 hjg g

1 2

lLk
2

1 2

are shortened for all h, j  J with h  j , k  M j  M h , g1  I kfh ,v 1 , g2  I kfhv , i {2,..., n f j } and
v {1,..., n fh } with v  i . They were linearized with the help of the max-condition from the ILOG CPLEX
Optimization Studio.
The objective function minimizes the weighted cycle times of each lot
CT   j e j  min
jJ

subject to
;

j  J

(1)

1

;

j  J

(2)

X jl ·l  s j

;

j  J , k  M j , l  Lk

(3)

  X jl

;

j  J , k  M j , i {1,..., n f j }

(4)

·maxc

;

j  J , k  M j , g  I kf j 1 :

(5)

rj  s j

 X

kM j lLk

U

gI kf ji

sj 

jg

U

gI kf j 1

jl

lLk

jg

cAg

 g  0   X jl  1
lLk

U jg j  U hgh  1

;

j, h  J , k  M j  M h , g j  I kf j 1 , gh  I kfh 1 :

(6)

Ekfh f j gh g j  0  hjk  1  ( gh  0   g j  0)

eh  tL  s j

;

jh
j, h  J , k  M j  M h , l  Lk : X jl  1

(7)

 X hl  1  eh  s j  h  j

K·( X hl  Yhj  1)  X jl e j  sh

j, h  J , k  M j  M h , l  Lk ,
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K·( X jl  Yhj  2)  X jl e j  s j

K  0: j  h
j, h  J , k  M j  M h , l  Lk ,

(9)

K  0: j  h

The first constraint (1) assures that a lot cannot be started before its release date. (2) and (3) ensure
that each lot is only assigned to one load port and that this load port is available. Constraint (4) guarantees
that for each stage of the recipe from a lot exactly one chamber combination is assigned, if and only if the
lot is assigned to one of the load ports of the corresponding cluster tool. (5) assures that all chambers of
the chosen chamber combination for stage 1 have to be available, if they are used exclusively. With the
help of (6) it is forbidden for this case that other lots are assigned to these chambers. hjk  1 assures that
the two observed lots are processed on the same cluster tool simultaneously. With (7) the delay time
between two lots on the same load port is specified, meaning the time that is needed between operation
and process start respectively process end. Constraints (8) and (9) ensure that for each load port only one
lot can be assigned at the same time. During the implementation of these two constraints, the term X jl e j
was linearized with the help of the implication-constraint of the IBM ILOG Optimization studio so that
the whole model can be implemented as a MILP.
To calculate the approximated process time of a lot its delay time has to be described. This was
realized with the following three constraints, which will be described briefly. For all j  J , k  M j and
g j  I kf j 1 with  g j  1
 m 
w jg j  min    hjgh · h · pkfh 1
cAg j
hJ g h I kfh 1 :
 | Agh | 
cAgh

calculates the minimal time that one of the assigned chambers of lot j is available for stage 1 because
this is the time this lot has to wait before its processing can be started, due to the requirement that the lots
inside the cluster tool are scheduled by their arrival order. It is only implemented for the case that the
chambers are shared (  g j  1 ) because the exclusive case is already covered by (6).  hjk1gh assures that the
processing of the lots j and h overlap each other on the same tool. The calculation of the waiting time of
stage 1 is described separately because there are no gaps between the execution of the wafers of a lot due
to the fact that they are all unloaded from the load ports to the assigned chambers.
For all stages that follow after the first stage, the computation of the delay time is divided into
exclusive and shared chambers because, in contrast to the first stage, both cases can occur. For all j  J ,
k  M j , i {2,..., n f j }, g j  I kf j i and pmax,i 1  max{ pkp,i 1 | j  J , k  M j } with  g j  1 and



hjk

1

hJ :
h j





w jg  max 0;  T jg1g2  D jg1g2  min pkf j ,i 1  (1   j1 jk )  pmax,i .1     hjg1g 2  Dhg1g 2
1
j1J
hJ : g1I kfh ,i 1
 g1Ikf j ,i1 ,
h  j g 2 I kf i
g 2 I kf ji
h

  III 
  II 
 I 























describes the case with shared chambers. (I) computes, how much time the enquiring lot j needs on the
current stage by multiplying the needed process time for the actual stage D jg1g2 of lot j with the used
chamber combinations for the previous and the current stage. They are described by T jg1g2 . For two
consecutive stages only one entry in T jg1g2 equals one for each lot j . (II) determines the time that is left,
until a new wafer from the previous stage is transported to the actual stage s f j i . Therefor the minimal
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process time for the previous stage s f j ,i 1 of all lots is determined. If the two observed lots are not
processed on the same cluster tool, a large value is added so that the sum of (I) to (III) becomes less than
zero and hence the delay time w jg is set to 0 because of the max-condition. At last (III) sums up the time,
the processing of the wafers of the earlier assigned lots need, which use at least one of the chambers from
chamber combination g .  hjg1g2 ensures that the lots are processed simultaneously on the same cluster
tool, as the enquiring lot j. Furthermore it specifies, which chamber combinations were used for the lot
h  J , h  j . The time needed for lot h is given by Dhg1 g2 . Overall, the delay time is computed by
summing up (I) to (III). If there is enough time left to process enquiring lot j , and all the already
assigned lots before a new wafer arrives, than the sum is smaller than 0 meaning that the delay time
becomes 0 because of the max-condition.
For the case that the chambers of g are used exclusive the delay time for the enquiring lot j is
determined for all j  J , k  M j , i {2,..., n f j } and g  I kf j i with  g j  0 and



hjk

 1 by

hJ :
h j
n fh

w jg  



hJ : i1 1 g h I kfhi1 :
h j
Ekf f g g  0

 mh
 | Agh

 hjg  
h


· pkpi .
| 1

h j h

Again,  hjgh assures that the lots j and h are processed on the same cluster tool at the same time. Than
the needed process time of all stages s fhi1 of lot h, with the chamber combination g h that share chambers
with the chamber combination g of j , is computed. The delay time is the sum of these determined
process times.
Now, the approximation of the process time can be expressed for all j  J and k  M j with the help
of the constraint


nf j 

 B jg1g2  
 mj  
s j    w jg  pkp1·U jg ·
   ej .
   n f j  1  t H  m j     w jg  pkf j i ·T jg1g 2 ·

|
A
|
|
A
|

g

I
,
gI kf j 1
i

2



1
kf
,
i

1
g
g2  
j


 g2 Ikf i

j


It defines the time between the process start and end time of a lot j by summing up the raw
production and delay times for each stage with the corresponding chamber combination and the transport
time between the stages.



4
4.1



TESTS AND RESULTS
Test Environment

In order to test the above described model, a simplified example was generated. The observed workstation
consists of two identical cluster tools. Each of these cluster tools has a dual-armed handling robot and
four radial arranged chambers. The following dispatching strategy is used to assign a new lot out of the
infinite queue in front of the workstation to a load port of a cluster tool. If a load port is freed, one lot out
of this queue is selected to be processed next on the workstation. The selection is done by calculating an
x-factor which describes the relationship of the overall process time including waiting times and the raw
process time of a lot, while taking its priority into account. At least one of the needed chambers for the
first stage has to be available so that the processing of the chosen lot can be started immediately. If no
chamber is available for any lot, the lot with the shortest waiting time is chosen to be processed next.
Inside the cluster tool the FIFO dispatching strategy is used.
Overall, seven lots with 5 to 25 wafers with three different recipes should be scheduled. Their
properties are displayed in Table 1. The recipes of these lots have two stages. Recipe 1 uses for stage 1
chamber 1, while recipe 10 can use the chambers 2 and 3 and the execution from recipe 11 can be realized
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on the chambers 1, 2 and 3. For the execution of stage 2 all recipes use chamber 4. This means that for
recipe 10 there are three and for recipe 11 seven different possible chamber combinations, how the lots
can be executed on the cluster tools. Furthermore, the chambers of stage 1 are used exclusive while
chamber 4 for stage 2 can be shared for all recipes. Although stage 2 only uses one chamber it does not
become a bottleneck of the cluster tool because the process time is a lot shorter than the process time for
stage 1.
Table 1: Properties of the scheduled lots.
jJ
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4.2

fj

rj (s)

mj

j

Mj

1
10
1
11
11
1
10

0
0
30
0
20
0
0

5
10
15
20
25
5
10

1
2
1
1
5
1
2

1, 2
2
1, 2
2
1
2
1, 2

Results

In order to test the results of the optimization model, which was implemented using the ILOG CPLEX
Optimization studio 12.8, a simulation model was implemented using the simcron MODELLER 3.3. A
deadlock-free handling robot control was developed so that the cluster tool behaves similar as in reality.
This allows the comparison of the generated schedule and the approximated process times of the lots with
a simulation model using the above described dispatching rules (sim_disp). In the queue in front of the
workstation the lots are sorted by their x-factor. The theoretical results of the MIP model will be called
ilog_opt, and the simulation of the theoretical results is defined as sim_opt. The schedule of sim_opt is
generated by applying the computed tool assignments and the release dates of the lots and simulating
them with the developed simulation model. The transportation times inside the cluster tool are assumed to
be identical ( tH  2.5s ) and the delay time between two lots on the same load port is 120 seconds
( tL  120s ). All load ports and chambers get an availability l respectively c which is displayed in the
Gantt charts as grey rectangles. The calculations were executed on one core of an Intel i76600U. The
computation time for the MIP model was 30 seconds.
At first we compare sim_opt with ilog_opt. The variation of the approximated process time of the lots
regarding to the simulated one is between -1.7% and 2.2%. The process time cannot be computed exactly
during the optimization because the handling robot was not modeled. In the simulation model the
handling robot control policy prefers some wafers over others to prevent deadlocks. There are two
exceptions. For lot 7 the difference of the approximated and the simulated process time was 5.4% and for
lot 5 -7.7%. One possible reason for the variation of lot 5 is that it has many wafers and therefore it is
more likely that for example more lots are delayed because of the intern control policy of the handling
robot. Overall, it turns out that the simulated process time tends to be smaller than the approximated one.
Therefore, the objective function CT of ilog_opt is reduced by about 0.9% in sim_opt and the makespan
is decreased too.
Comparing sim_opt with sim_disp it turns out that the overall makespan of sim_disp is about 7
minutes smaller than the makespan of sim_opt. However, the workload of the cluster tools of the
workstation of sim_disp is about 4% higher compared to the workload of sim_opt because sim_opt takes
longer waiting times, by assigning later release dates for some lots, into account to minimize the weighted
cycle time. In contrast sim_disp starts the available lots as early as possible. This is the reason why the
weighted cycle time of sim_disp is about 4.3 hours longer than the one of sim_opt. This means that
sim_opt reduces the weighted cycle time of sim_disp up to 38%. The main difference between the two
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executed schedules can be found in the order and assignment of the lots of cluster tool 1. The Gantt charts
for the load port assignment are displayed in Figure 3.
Sim_disp chooses lot 3 over lot 5 because some of the needed chambers for the processing of stage 1
of lot 5 are not available. The same counts for lot 7. Due to constraint (5) the lots cannot be started at tool
1 because for stage 1 they use the chambers exclusively and therefore, all needed chambers have to be
available. On the contrary sim_opt takes the higher priority of lot 5 over lot 3 into account, although lot 5
has to wait until all required chambers get available. It results in a higher makespan of sim_opt regarding
to sim_disp, but the weighted cycle time of the scheduling problem is minimized. The Gantt charts of the
chambers in Figure 3 display the overlapping processing of the two stages. Furthermore, for chamber 4 it
is depicted how the parallel processing of lot 3 and 7 is executed.
Gantt of the load ports of sim_disp

load port

load port

Gantt of the load ports of sim_opt

time in hours

time in hours

Gantt of the chambers of sim_disp
chamber

chamber

Gantt of the chambers of sim_opt

time in hours

time in hours

Figure 3: Gantt charts for the load ports and chambers of cluster tool 1 for sim_opt and sim_disp.
Overall, it turns out that for the minimization of the makespan sim_disp is the best choice because of
the usage of dispatching rules, which generate non-delayed schedules. Furthermore, if additional
properties are added to the lots, for instance weights, it could be beneficial to delay the processing of
some lots to optimize the overall objective target. Therefore the developed optimization model can be
used which computes optimized release dates and cluster tool assignments for each lot.
5

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper a new approach for the external scheduling of a cluster tool workstation is presented, using a
MIP model that includes the approximation of the process time of each lot directly into its constraints.
The goal of this MIP model is to find an optimal assignment of lots to tools of a cluster tool workstation
and to find for each lot a suitable chamber combination for each stage. The processing order is given by
the computed release dates. The main problem of the external scheduling of a cluster tool is the varying
process time of the lots due to the changing product mix. It is solved by approximating the process time
of each lot with auxiliary variables, while taking all possible chamber combinations for each stage of a
recipe into account. The model was tested on a small workstation with two cluster tools for seven lots.
The solutions of the MIP model, the simulation of the MIP solution and a simulation that uses dispatching
rules are compared with each other. It turns out that the simulation of the optimized schedule generates
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the best results and that, even for this small test sample, the weighted cycle time of the lots can be
optimized, while the makespan remains similar.
For further investigations the presented approximation should be tested on other cluster tool types.
Currently, the developed MIP model is tested on more complex examples with more lots. Later, the tests
will be extended by more cluster tools per workstation, more lots and also for longer time intervals. The
goal is to integrate the presented model into a rolling horizon environment. Furthermore the robustness of
the obtained solutions should be tested and, if the complexity of the model gets too big, a constraint
programming approach should be implemented.
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